
Cymuned
Bach!



This weeks theme is Exploring the Bible. It's very
difficult to find a story in the Bible about the
importance of exploring the Bible because as a
book it didn't exist when the books of the Bible were
written. But what we can find is stories where we
hear how important it is to read and understand
scripture.
 
Now I love a book but not everyone does, thankfully
these days there are sooooooo many new and
interesting ways you can explore the Bible. What's
important as a Christian is that you find out about
Jesus no matter what form that takes.

STORY EXPLAINED

Phillip and the Ethiopian
Using the Bible read the story of Phillip and hte Ethiopian which can
be found in the book of Acts chapter 8 verses 26-40.
If you don't have access to a Bible or you wish to see another version
of the story, we have posted a link below to a version available on
youtube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=3&v=TGEqn7_teFo&feature=
emb_logo



Interactive Prayer
All scripture is
inspired by God.

- 2 Timothy 3:16
In many ways the Bible is like
a door; a door that we pass
through every day. We can
open the door and go in
whenever we like, If we take
the time to open the door
and go in regularly then we
can learn all about the Lord
God and how much he loves
us. Doors aren't always
physical things you have to
reach out and open - you
can open doors in your mind,
online and in many other
ways. Whilst colouring in this
door why not take the time
to say Thank you to God that
through him people have
been able to create so many
different ways for us to
engage with the Bible.



There isn't enough room in this edition of Cymuned Bach to tell
you about all of them so here are some of the options out there. 

There are so
many different
ways to access

the Bible

Is a game that can be downloaded on
your phone or tablet that will allow
you to play your way through the

levels and find out about some of the
stories in the Bible  

The Unofficial Holy Bible for
Minecrafters makes the Bible more

entertaining, engaging, and
accessible. Taking Bible stories and

putting them in the Minecraft world  

The Bible for Kids app allows you to
read simplified versions of the bible
stories and then complete activities
based on those stories to help you

remember.

My First Hands-On
Bible is full of

activities relating to
the Bible stories.

And if you don't particularly like
reading but you want to find out

about the Bible then there are also
audiobooks available - this one has

been written and is read by
Archbishop Desmond Tutu



Don't just walk through the Bible,
doodle through it and bring the

stories to life with your own
pictures!

Saddleback Kids is a website and
youtube channel which has cartoons

of the Bible stories. There are also
games and interactive comics on their

website.  

The Diary of a Disciple books look at
the stories of Luke and Peter and
Paul. They are written in a similar
way to the Diary of a Wimpy Kid

books

The Rhyming Bible written by Bob
Hartman has rhyming Bible stories so
if you like poetry then this might be

the Bible for you

The Rhyming Bible written by Bob
Hartman has rhyming Bible stories so
if you like poetry then this might be

the Bible for you

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=XiR_cFPpPc8

Music

THE B-I-B-L-E
S0NG
BY KIDS PRAISE AND

WORSHIP

@CYFRadnorBuilth
@cyfgreatergower
@cyfgreaterbrecon

@SwanseaBreconDioYouth

@BuilthCyf
@CYFGreatBrecon
@RevRachBunting

 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE ANYTHING YOU HAVE CREATED, PLEASE
UPLOAD TO FACEBOOK OR TWITTER USING THE PAGE FROM YOUR

LOCAL CYF OFFICER BUT MAKE SURE THE PICTURE IS OF YOUR WORK,
NOT YOU. THANK YOU



Quiz
Bible Maths!
Find the missing numbers in the sentences
below. The numbers are all between 1 and 20.
 
1. Laban changed Jacob’s wages ________ times.
Genesis 31:41.
2. Hezekiah, when very ill, prayed and had
________ years added to his life. Isaiah 38:5.
3. Naomi had ________ sons. Ruth 1:2.
4. There were ________ thankless lepers healed.
Luke 17:17.
5. There were ________ generations from
Abraham to David. Matthew 1:17.
6. There were ________lepers at the gate of
Samaria. 2 Kings 7:3.
7. Solomon took ________ years to build his own
house. 1 Kings 7:1.
8. Joseph was sold to the Ishmaelites for ________
pieces of silver. Genesis 37:28.
9. Other sheep will be brought, but the number
of flocks and shepherds will be ________. John
10:16.
10. The tower of Siloam killed ________ people
when it fell. Luke 13:4.



Comic book strip
Once you have a Bible that you love
why not explore it to find
your favourite Bible story. Then use
the comic strip below to create your
own version of the story, or create
your own comic strip.




